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Every great movement must experience three stages:
…ridicule, discussion, adoption.

John Stuart Mill
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Intro: My Goals…
z

To empower you to get ready
for the energy and environmental issues coming upon us

z

To help you understand
how solar electricity be used to energise your whole house

z

To help you take next steps in using solar electricity
– to reduce your electricity bills,
– to reduce your environmental footprint,
– to increase your energy security,
– to leave a legacy… so you “can look your grandkids in the eye!”

z

We have done a lot of research for you and have assembled it into
one place.

The Earth provides enough to satisfy every man's need,
…but not every man's greed.

Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi
(Mahatma)
India
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Intro: Me! ––
z

I am a professional engineer (electrical, U of Alberta, 1975,
BScEE) specialising in solar electric systems.

z

We are solar electric system project developers.
–

working with solar energy since 1977 and with solar electricity since 1984

z

We are not specifically solar equipment suppliers.

z

We manage, design, supply and commission solar electric systems.

z

We participate in provincial, national and international standards writing committees.

z

We have no vested interests in any one solar electric technology.

z

Our interest is that you choose wisely
– with your eyes wide open

my house
whether it is right for you or not.
2.3 kW
since 1995
100% solar electricity

– based on the facts and
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My Obligations as a Professional Engineer…
z

Professional engineers are required by law to present to you the truth.
We are overseen by APEGGA, which is governed by statues of Alberta
and implemented by engineers as a self-regulating association.

z

We are legally obligated to not:
– over-promote any technology;
– neglect to bring to your attention any pertinent matter.

z

If we fail, we can be brought to a tribunal of APEGGA to face
disciplinary action, fines, our name published and dismissal.

z

I seek and welcome any questions, comments, suggestions,
challenges and criticism of anything I present here.

Gordon Howell. P.Eng.
is APEGGA member # 28241

Howell-Mayhew Engineering, Inc.
holds APEGGA permit # 4284
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Intro: What the Presentation Does…
z

Gives you familiarity with
words,
concepts,
components, and
costs

z

Gives you space to
ask questions and
get answers right away

z

Helps you understand how
to get started

I do not believe in a fate that falls on men however they act;
but I do believe in a fate that falls on men unless they act.

2 kW solar-electric system
Edmonton

+G.K. Chesterson
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Solar Energy – where can it be used

Okotoks swimming pool
solar heating

z

Anything that uses electricity, any time, any where

z

Space heating

z

Water heating – for domestic water, pools

z

Industrial and commercial process heating

z

Cooking

z

Daytime illumination

Luc Savoie’s house
Calgary
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The future does not belong to those who are content with today, fearful in the face
of new ideas and bold projects. It will belong to those with a personal commitment.

Robert Kennedy
1966
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Background: Energy vs. Power
z

z

You need to be aware of the difference
between energy and power.
Energy

Analogy
z

Like distance

– the ability to do work
z

It is measured in
– joules (J)

– measured in km

– kilowatt-hours (kWh)

(thousand x watts x hours)
z

Power

z

Like speed

– is not electricity
– is the flow of energy
z

It is measured in
– J per second = watts (W)

– measured in km/h
9
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Background: Energy vs. Power
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Context: Energy Efficiency vs. Adding Energy…

z

Solar electricity option:
– Does NOT reduce your electricity consumption!
– Instead it substitutes your electricity source

from coal and natural gas over to the sun…
z

Energy efficiency option:
– This is the cheapest, most important and shortest payback option…
– but it is emotionally boring

z

Solar electricity has much higher costs and longer paybacks
than energy efficiency
– It is exciting and something you can brag about to your friends…

Socialism collapsed because it did not allow the market to tell the economic truth.
Øystein Dahle
Capitalism may collapse because it does not allow the market to tell the ecological truth. Exxon Norway
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Context: Why Use Solar Electricity?

Utility Costs
z

Reduce electricity bills – you pay for solar electricity equipment up front

z

Reduce vulnerability to up and down electricity prices

Environmental Footprint
z

Reduce how much air pollution you cause from electricity
generators to emit on your behalf

z

Increase the reserve of coal and natural gas you leave for
the next generation

Political will arises from personal momentum
We need to be the leaders to our governments and corporations.
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Context: Why Use Solar Electricity?

Social Opportunity
z

Provide the leadership that we need

z

Encourage the government to facilitate it instead of blocking it

Business Opportunity
z

Serve the growing public interest

z

Serve the multi-billion $ world markets

The superior man seeks what is right;
the inferior one, what is profitable.

Confucius
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Context: Benefits of Solar Electricity…
z

Proven technology
– thousands of systems across Canada

z

Can provide energy security and independence

z

Inflation-proof

z

Political-proof

z

No noise

z

No emissions

z

Low or zero maintenance and operating costs

Nature does provide us with a free lunch,
…but only if we control our appetites.

William
Ruckelshaus
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Context: Challenges with Solar Electricity…
z

Purchase costs are high
– though typically decreasing by 10% per year

z

Not a lot of broad-based experience in Canada
– supply and installation chain is growing in its experience
and depth

z

Has to compete with highly subsidized coal- and natural
gas-electricity

z

Previously, little interest by governments in developing
policies and programmes that facilitate it
– (Ontario, Saskatchewan and Medicine Hat

(www.hatsmart.ca) now have incentive programmes)

Insanity is doing the same thing over and over
…and expecting different results.

Benjamin
Franklin
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Other Countries…

z

1,000,000 new systems being installed on houses
around the world each year

z

Growing by 42% per year for the last 15 years

z

Solar PV feed-in tariffs in Germany, Italy, France,
Austria, Ontario, South Australia ++

z

Huge plans to develop the industrial manufacturing
capacity of solar PV in many countries

In pushing other species to extinction,
…humanity is busy sawing off the limb on which it is perched.

Prof. Paul Ehrlich
Stanford University
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Until there is awareness there will be no consensus to change.

Martin Luther King Jr.
America
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Solar heating and
solar electricity
are NOT the same…

z

Solar heating

z

Solar electricity (photovoltaics, PV)

– A dark surface sitting in the sunshine

– A semiconductor device like a computer

– Water or air runs past the solar

chip
– Photons bump electrons out of an atom.
– Wires carry the electrons away.

heated-surface carrying heat to the
building.
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Solar Cells Absorb
the Energy in
Photons

The technology is called "photovoltaics", but we only call it "PV".
z The energy in the photons knocks electrons out of their orbital shell
– 1 electron for 1 photon.
z The electric field generated by this turns the electrons into an electric current.
20
z Wires carry the current away.
z

What words do we use?

z

Solar heating
– thermal collectors

z

Solar electricity
– photovoltaic modules

z

Solar panel – when several solar
PV modules are
attached on a
mounting rack.
21

Solar PV
Module

Solar PV Cell

PV Panel

PV can generate any amount of electricity.
Large PV systems = more PV modules.

Solar PV Array
170,000 modules (200 W ea.)
34,000 kW PV array

5,000 modules
1000 kW

Terms
PVPV
Terms
30,000 modules, 6000 kW
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Solar Electric System Rating…
z

Solar electric system sizes are shown as
the number of kilowatts (kW) [thousand joules per second]
of rated ability
to generate electrical power (not energy)
# of 200 W PV modules
– 0.2 kW smallest grid-connected system

1

– 2 to 5 kW typical size for a house

10 to 25

– ~6 kW to supply all electricity for an average house

30

– 60,000 kW biggest grid-connected system

now operating

300,000

– 3,000,000 kW one is under development

(takes up 29 sections of land)

15 million

23

Solar Electricity – used everywhere!

Photo Credit:
Ralph Cartar

z

From calculators and watches to
large generating stations.

1. Off-grid stand-alone
2. Off-grid hybrid, combined with
generator or wind
3. Grid-connected
24

Solar Electricity – major components…
Solar inverter
…to convert to
AC electricity

Solar battery
…to store
DC electricity
maybe…
Solar PV module
…to generate
DC electricity

25

Context: PV Modules
single
crystal
silicon

 Module manufacturers and countries:
First Solar
– Evergreen
– Uni-Solar
– SunPower
– BP Solar
– Canadian Solar
– Day4Energy
– Suntech
– Photowatt
– Kyocera
– Sharp
– Sanyo
– Sharp
– Shell
– Isofoton
and many more…
–

(America)
(America)
(America)
(America)
(Britain)
(Canada)
(Canada)
(China)
(France)
(Japan)
(Japan)
(Japan)
(Japan)
(Netherlands)
(Spain)

 3500 modules available from
279 module manufacturers…
 ranging from 5 W to 270 W

z

Technologies:
– single-crystal silicon (Si)
– multi-crystalline silicon (Si)
– amorphous silicon
– thin-film (CdTe/CdS, CIGS, CIS, GaAs..)

multicrystalline
silicon

thin-film
CdTe/CdS
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Integrated into Roofing Materials

With
concrete
roof tiles
With metal roofs
As shingles
With slate tiles
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PV Module Standards
z

Design, certified and tested to international
standard IEC 61215

z

18 tests including:
– Hail test – 25 mm at 83 km/h
– Temperature cycling test, -40°C to +85°C
– Damp-heat test
– UV test
– Wind, snow, ice loading test
– Rated performance
– Performance at low irradiance
– Outdoor exposure
– Hot-spot endurance test
– Humidity-freeze test
– Wet insulation resistance test

In many ways our future is passing us by,
… and our energy riches may one day look like fool's gold.

Gary Lamphier
Edmonton Journal
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PV Mounting – on a Roof
z

Usually mounted on
aluminum rails

z

Manufactured product
– Unirac SunFrame
– Conergy SunTop

z

Attaching to roof
– Roof penetrations
– Ballast weights

z

New products will be
making it simpler

29

PV Array Mounting
– on the Ground or
other Structures

z
z
z

Ground
Trellis, canopy, or other structures
Wooden, metal, manufactured

5 kW
AAMDC building
Leduc
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PV Array Mounting – on a Pole

z
z
z

Need space for this
Likely will never be used in a city
Would work well on a farm

Where there is a will, there is a way…
It's not about economics. It is about a will.
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PV Array Tracking
z

Seasonal single axis
– E-W axis, facing due south, tracking up-down
– 12% more

z

Daily single axis – N-S
– N-S axis, optimum array tilt, tracking E-W
– 31% more

z

Daily single axis – angled
– angled axis, optimum axis tilt, tracking E-W
– 25% more

z

Daily + seasonal 2-axis
– tracking E-W and up-down
– 39% more

I am what I am – not because of what I should be or have to be…
…but because what I am made to be.

Usually the cost of the PV
array tracker and a
system's increase in energy
production is comparable to
a fixed tilt system with a
bigger PV array!
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PV Tilt Angle – seasonal adjustments

z

Pros
– It can be done
– It increases the amount of energy collected… by 10%??

z

Cons
– People usually don't want to get up onto their roof
– Needs to be done twice a year
– People usually do it for a few years and then quit!

Money talks, and until it starts telling the truth about the consequences of fossil fuels,
we're kidding ourselves that we can make any significant headway against climate change.
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Every great movement must experience three stages:
…ridicule, discussion, adoption.

John Stuart Mill
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Variations around the
province
Size of your solar PV system depends on:
z How much energy is in the sunlight where you
are located?
z

20% difference annually on a 6/12 roof
between Fort McMurray and Lethbridge

z

20% difference in the winter on a vertical
surface between Fort McM & Lethbridge

RETScreen spreadsheet analysis
software available free from
Natural Resources Canada
www.retscreen.net
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Path of the sun
across the sky

The solar window:
Where most of the
sun's energy
comes from…

3pm

West

South

Sun's path
December 21
All electrons are
not created equally.

North

10am

East
Some electrons are black,
some are green.

Sun's path
June 21
Your choice…
but everyone's consequences.
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Solar Myth:
Solar needs to be perfectly orientated
in order to work at all!

All heat is
not created equally.

z

precise optimum
tilt and orientation
to collect maximum solar energy

z

wide range of angles
to orient and tilt solar equipment and
still not be too far off maximum

Some heat is black,
some is green.

Your choice…
but everyone's consequences.
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Optimum Annual Tilt Angle
Peace River
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This is for no-snow conditions
z Snow cover?
z Reflection from snow fields?
z

3.3

-30%

The maximum annual solar energy production occurs at around a 51° tilt.
z If your goal is to maximise this, your tilt angle can be from 20° to 80° and
still be within 10% of the maximum.
z
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Optimum Winter Tilt Angle
Peace River
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The maximum winter solar energy production occurs at an 81° tilt.
z If your goal is to optimise this, your tilt angle can be from 52° to 90° and
still be within 10% of the maximum.
z
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Optimum Winter Orientation Angle
Peace River
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If the goal is to optimise the wintertime solar energy production,
you can orient the roof or wall 28° either side of south and still be
within 10% of the maximum, which is at due south.
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DC to AC Inverters
Fronius IG
Austria
grid-dependent
2 kW to 5.1 kW

Xantrex SW
Canada
grid-connected
inverter/charger
2.5 kW & 4 kW

Inverters convert
dc electricity (produced by the solar array)
to ac electricity (used by any AC loads).
Enphase
America
grid-dependent
0.210 W

SMA Sunny Boy
Germany
grid-dependent
3 to 7 kW

Xantrex GT
Canada
grid-dependent
3.8 kW
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Context: DC to AC Inverters…

Each: 1 kW to 7 kW, 1 phase

Each: 50 kW to 1000 kW, 3 phase

640 inverters available from
55 manufacturers
Service to others…
is the rent you pay for your room here on earth.

Muhammad Ali
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Making the simple complicated is commonplace.
Making the complicated simple, awesomely simple, that's creativity.

Charles Mingus
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Grid-Connected System – Grid-dependent
 4 major

components:
1.
2.
3.
4.

PV array
DC disconnect
Solar inverter
AC disconnect

Solar PV
1 array

 No energy storage
 Most common

grid-connected
configuration (95%)

3

 110 in Alberta?

4

 500 in Canada???
 5 million around the
world…?

2
44

Riverdale NetZero Energy House, Edmonton
www.riverdalenetzero.ca

Solar Electric System:
– 33 m2, 5.6 kW Sanyo solar PV array
– 53° tilt for annual optimum generation
– sells surplus to the grid almost every day

45
SunnyBoy 6000 W inverter

Electric Wires Company’s
electrical distribution grid

Import
meter

kWh
PV Array

Export
meter

1

kWh
kWh

Solar
electric
array

DC
2
3

Inverter
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DC to AC
Inverter

AC
z

All electrical circuits in a house or building
©1995-2010

How can you
generate
solar electricity
into a house
and also
back into
the grid?

z

Sells to the grid
when there is a site surplus.
Buys from the grid
when there is a site shortage.

Solar energy is the ultimate in wireless nuclear fusion
… where the fusion generator is very safely stored 150,000,000 km away!
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Electric Wires Company’s
electrical distribution grid

Import
meter

kWh
PV Array

Export
meter

1

kWh
kWh

What happens
during a
electrical outage?

DC
2
3

Inverter

4

All electrical circuits in a house or building
People who say it cannot be done
… should not interrupt those who are doing it.

AC

The inverter senses that
there is an electrical
outage and turns itself off.
When the electrical
outage ends it turns itself
on automatically.

©1995-2010

George Bernard Shaw
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+Eric Steeden
Edmonton's Solar Garden
2.5 kW Sunny Boy inverter

2 kW solar PV

Installed in 2003
Cost $26,000
Electricity generation: ~$220 per year

Photo Credit:
Steve Wiebe

Cities grow great… when old men plant trees
in whose shade they know they will never sit in.

Solar
meter
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Grid-Connected System – Grid-interactive

z

7 major
components

z

Includes energy
storage

z

Not common at all
– 15 in Canada?
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Electric Wires Company’s
electrical distribution grid

Import
meter

How about
energy security?
kWh
PV Array

Export
meter

2

DC

Charge
Controller

1

3

kWh
kWh

5

This configuration
has a battery bank
but it is not common.

DC
Battery Bank

6
7

Inverter/charger

4

AC

AC

Main breaker panel

Essential Circuits
©1995-2010

You must skate to where the puck is going
…not to where it is now.

Wayne Gretzky
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During an
electrical
outage…

Electric Wires Company’s
electrical distribution grid

Import
meter

kWh
PV Array

Export
meter

2

DC

Charge
Controller

1

3

kWh

5

DC

The inverter senses
that there is a
electrical outage. It
disconnects itself
from the main
breaker panel but
continues to run the
essential circuits.

Battery Bank
6
7

Inverter/charger

4

AC

AC

Main breaker panel

Essential Circuits
©1995-2010

For of those to whom much is given,
much is required.

Luke 12:48
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Peter Bull’s House - Edmonton

Size: 2.9 kW 18 BP Solar 160 W modules with battery bank
Cost of solar PV system: $30,000 (?)
Generates $270 of electricity per year

52

Inverter, charge controllers, DC switches, meters
Charge
controllers

Inverter
/charger

1 of 2 battery banks

Peter Bull
Edmonton

DC
array
switches

53

System Operating Costs

z

Grid-dependent:
– no operating costs;
– basically no maintenance costs.

z

Grid-connected with battery bank:
– no operating costs;
– maintenance time for the battery bank;
– short battery lifetime if you are not careful with their maintenance.

Going to a junkyard is a sobering experience…
There you can see the ultimate destination of almost everything we desire.

Roger von Oech
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The reasonable man adapts himself to the world;
the unreasonable man persists in trying to adapt the world to himself.
Therefore, all progress depends on the unreasonable man.

George
Bernard
Shaw
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Donsdale – new

Size: 2 kW. 38 GE tile modules
Cost of solar PV system: $14,000 (?)
Generates $200 of electricity per year

56

Mill Creek – retrofit

16 modules
Cost of solar PV
system: $20,000 (?)
Generates $260 of
electricity per year
57

Strathearn – retrofit

10 PV modles
Cost of solar PV system: $15,000 (?)
Generates $190 of electricity per year
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West of Henday Freeway – retrofit
Size: 1.44 kW. 12 AstroPower 120 W modules
Cost of solar PV system: $12,000 (?)
Generates $130 of electricity per year
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Inglewood – retrofit

Size: 2 kW. 16 AstroPower 120 W modules
Cost of solar PV system: $17,000 (?)
Generates $180 of electricity per year
60

Whyte Avenue – retrofit

Size: 2.4 kW
12 Sanyo 200 W modules
Cost of solar PV
system: $20,000 (?)
Generates $260 of
electricity per year
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Riverdale NetZero Energy House – new
www.riverdalenetzero.ca

Size: 5.6 kW x 2. 28 Sanyo 200 W modules x 2
Cost of solar PV system: $37,000 x 2
Generates $560 of electricity per year x 2
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Mill Creek NetZero Energy House – new

Cost of solar PV system: $40,000 when completed
Generates $600 of electricity per year
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Belgravia NetZero Energy House – new

Cost of solar PV system:
$40,000 when completed
Generates $650 of
electricity per year
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Laebon CHESS NetZero Energy House – new
Size: 2.2 and 4.5 kW. 36 Sharp 187 W modules
Cost of solar PV system: $50,000 (?)
Generates $750 of electricity per year
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Avalon Discovery III NetZero Energy House – new
Size: 8.3 kW. 244 Open Energy 34 W roof tiles
Cost of solar PV system: $55,000 (?)
Generates $800 of electricity per year
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Avalon Discovery II NetZero Electricity House – new

Size: 3.7 kW. 32 Evergreen 115 W modules
Cost of solar PV system: $26,000 (?)
Generates $400 of electricity per year
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Calgary – retrofit

36 modules, 200 W each
Cost of solar PV system:
$48,000 (?)
Generates $900 of
electricity per year

68

Calgary – retrofit

Cost of solar PV system: $14,000 (?)
Generates $270 of electricity per year
69

Calgary – retrofit
24 PV modules
Cost of solar PV system: $15,000 (?)
Generates $280 of electricity per year
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Acreage Near Devon – new

Size: 5.6 kW. 28 Sanyo 200 W modules
Cost of solar PV system: $42,000 (?)
Generates $650 of electricity per year

71

Farm Near Gunn – retrofit
Size: 2.4 kW. 12 Sanyo 200 W modules
Cost of solar PV system: $18,000 (?)
Generates $300 of electricity per year
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Premier Gardens, California – new

73

Berlin

Alberta
Legislature

Germany

Placed on
Roof-Tops
Netherlands
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Building-Integrated PV (BIPV)

Maryland

 BIPV is an architectural feature, which
draws interest.
 BIPV is a building cladding and is sold on
an area price basis ($/m2) rather than
energy price basis (¢/kWh).
 Gives structure, environmental
protection, PR, image, and emission
reductions… as well as electrical energy.
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Integrated
into
Glazing for
Natural
Lighting

30 kW,
Netherlands

45 kW (340 m²), Netherlands.
©Saint-Gobain Glass Solar.
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Toronto

Photo Credit:
Per Drewes

Photo Credit:
Anton Driesse

Queens University, Kingston

Integrated into
Shading Structures
Railway station Canopy,
Switzerland. © EPEL-LESO

15 kW sunshades, America
© Kawneer Company Inc.
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Integrated into Roofing Materials

With
concrete
roof tiles
With metal roofs
As shingles
With slate tiles
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Buildings are becoming Solar-Electric Plants!
Aachen,
Germany

1000 kW, Munich

8 kW, Red Deer

6 000 kW, Germany79

Neighbourhoods are becoming Solar-Electric Plants!
1000 kW community PV project on
500 houses in the Netherlands

Japan
California
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Ota City, Japan – retrofit
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340 kW
California
Parking lots are becoming Solar-Electric Plants
82

Fields are becoming Solar-Electric Plants

Geiseltalsee Solarpark
Germany
4000 kW, 24 864 PV modules
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Questions ???

z
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Making the simple complicated is commonplace.
Making the complicated simple, awesomely simple, that's creativity.

Charles Mingus
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Context: Can We Really Get Connected?

 Yes…
 The solar electric or the microwind electric system is typically
connected to the home, business, or farm.
Solar or Wind Electric Customers
House voltages: 240 and 120 V

Transformer
and electrical
delivery pole

Electrical substation

Electricity
generating
plants

Transmission grid
from 25,000 volts to 250,000 volts

High voltage
transmission tower

Delivery grid
25,000 volts and lower
85

Connecting to the Grid
Alberta's Regulatory Process
for connecting Micro-Generators (MG)
to the electric grid
z

brand new as of 2009 January 01

z

5 simple paperwork steps to receive approvals for a house-sized
solar power system
– the system is connected to your Electric Wires Company

z

Another 1 step to sell your electricity
– your electricity will be sold to your Electricity Retailer

It is DIFFICULT to get a man to understand something
when his SALARY depends on his NOT UNDERSTANDING IT.

Upton
Sinclair
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How does “net metering” work?
("net metering" means "running your meter backward")

Energy Retailer,
Wires Owner

- as solar-electric system owners see it
Exported electricity is carried to your neighbour without extra
Wires Owner
delivery fees, and displaces the electricity that would
have been otherwise provided by the Energy Retailer.
Distribution System
3

1 kWh
Electricity
paid in full

1 kWh
2
1

Import

kWh

1 kWh

PV system owner runs the meter
backwards, sending the previously
imported electricity back for full
Export credit. In effect, the PV system
owner stores the Energy
Retailer's electricity but without
charging any storage fee.

Your neighbour pays the ER
and the WO full fees for
4
your electricity and its
delivery.

kWh

Ordinary kWh
meter

Ordinary kWh meter
(goes both ways)
PV system owner

1 kWh supplied, 1 kWh paid for

Neighbour

©1995-2010
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How does Alberta’s net billing work?
Energy Retailer pays for your energy at the same rate as the
energy you purchased from them. You get your energy rebated,
but not its delivery fees nor the fees that are based on time.

Energy Retailer,
Electric Wires
Company

Electricity is delivered to your neighbours by your
Electric Wires Company for their normal delivery fee.
3

1 kWh

1 kWh

1 kWh

1
2

Electricity
paid in full

Electrical
energy credit
~9 ¢ /kWh

10.5 ¢ /kWh

Import kWh

Electricity
paid in full

Energy Retailer sells your
energy to your neighbour
for full retail price.

10.5 ¢ /kWh

kWh

Export

Bidirectional
kWh meter

4

Electricity
distribution wires

Ordinary kWh
meter

Net billing allows exported electricity
to be valued at any price, such as:
- a discounted wholesale price,
- a price equal to the import price, or

Neighbour

- a premium feed-in (green) price.
PV system
owner

1 kWh supplied, 1 kWh paid for

©1995-2010
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Questions…?

z
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Every great movement must experience three stages:
…ridicule, discussion, adoption.

John Stuart Mill
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Background: Our Electricity Consumption
15,000

High 14,000 kWh

$2,000

High
$1600 per year

14,000

Household
Consumption
per year
(Edmonton)

13,000
12,000
11,000

$1,500

10,000

1 kWh
= 1/10 litre of
gasoline

9,000
8,000
7,000

Avg
$900 per year

$1,000

Delivered
energy
consumption Low
$400 per year
charges

Avg 6600 kWh

6,000
5,000
4,000

$500

3,000

Low 2000 kWh

2,000

Energy

1,000

Time

0

$229

$0
1

Annual connection
fee
1
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Background: Our Electricity Consumption
15,000

High 14,000 kWh

14,000

Household
Consumption
per year
(Edmonton)

13,000
12,000
11,000

Cost of PV system
to generate all the
Annual Bills
electricity
$1600

$85,000

$900

$41,000

$400

$14,000

10,000

1 kWh
= 1/10 litre of
gasoline

9,000
8,000
7,000

Avg 6600 kWh

6,000
5,000
4,000
3,000

Low 2000 kWh

2,000
1,000
0
1
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Electricity Bill
EPCOR-RRO
(2009)
Electricity bill ($)
Average
household bill:
$925 per year
Energy fee $696
Annual
connection fee
($229 per year,
33% of energy
costs)




Time-based connection fee + energy-based fee
Energy fee = amount of electricity purchased and
delivered + city access fee + GST
For a typical house, the potential savings are
$696 (67% of your bill).

Apparent price of
electricity
(14.01 ¢/kWh)

Average
household
electricity bill

{

$0
0

Actual price of
electricity including
purchase,
delivery, taxes & GST
(10.54 ¢/kWh) (2009 average)
Average household electricity
consumption

6600 kWh/year
Amount of electricity used (kWh)
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Solar Electric System Performance
z

PV system yield
– # of hours that the PV system effectively operates at its rated capacity
in order to generate its energy
– Energy per year

rated generating capacity

=

kWh/year
=
kW

hours
year

– For Peace River: this is ~1000 hours/year for a PV system that is at its

optimum tilt and orientation angle (and a fixed angle array)
(less at other angles) (different at other locations)
z

Example calculation
– 1 kW solar PV system x 1000 hours/year = 1000 kWh/year of energy

RETScreen spreadsheet analysis software available free from
Natural Resources Canada www.retscreen.net
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What to look for with PV prices…
z

Modules
– Price divided by rated power:

$/ W
– Example: 60 W PV module for $600 is $10 / W
– Typically:
$2.50 to $5 / W wholesale,
$5 to $6+ / W retail
z

Inverter
– Price divided by rated power:

$/ W
– Example: 2100 W inverter for $1200 is $0.57 / W
– Typically:
$0.50 to $1.10 /W
z

System
– Grid-dependent system:
– Your system:

$6-$10 / W
_______ kW x $_____/ W = $______k
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How much solar equipment is needed?
z

Typically for 100% grid-connected solar electricity:

–
–
–
–

Household Consumption Value
kWh/year $/year
large user
14,000
$1560
average
6600
$740
electrical wise 4000
$450
very efficient 2000
$220

PV system size PV system cost
# modules**
$
70
~$90 000
33
~$43 000
20
~$28 000
10
~$15 000

z

The key point is – if you are energy efficient and use less electricity
then your solar-electric system will be far less expensive.

z

Household with average energy consumption, 100% off-grid solar
with no backup – $150 000+ ???

** 200 W module, 1000 h/y run-time…
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Cost Breakdown

z

4.4 kW grid-connected system in Edmonton: $31,000 total price
– 41% for solar PV modules (wholesale pricing)
–

8% inverter (wholesale pricing)

– 22% engineering modelling, design, regulatory approvals,

commissioning and project administration, management
– 14% installation and electrical work
– 5% electrical and mechanical parts, shipping
– 5% module mounting rack
– 5% permits (development, building, electrical, grid-connection)
The future does not belong to those who are content with today, fearful in the face
of new ideas and bold projects. It will belong to those with a personal commitment.

Robert Kennedy
1966
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PV Economics

z
z

z

For a 6 kW system at $6.50 / W, system installed cost = $39,000
Simple payback (cost/annual savings)
= 49 years = 2% return on purchase costs
But if you include
– Increases in grid-electricity prices due to transmission lines and
carbon capture and storage
– Plus the expected drop in PV prices by 2011, then
– Solar electricity is cheaper than grid electricity by 2012 to 2014
Payback = 22 years = 4.9% return on purchase costs
97

Declining PV Prices, Increasing Grid Prices

Solar PV Price
z unsubsidized
z no environmental
side-effects

25 ¢/kWh
(PV using your own money)

12 ¢/kWh
(2008 grid price
in Edmonton)

Grid parity: Utility Solar Assessment Study
www.cleanedge.com, www.solarcatalyst.org

Grid Parity

2009

Grid-Electricity Price
z highly subsidized
z fossil fuel
electricity does
not pay for the
damage it causes
to the
environment and
health care

2014
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Questions ???

z
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The future does not belong to those who are content with today, fearful in the face
of new ideas and bold projects. It will belong to those with a personal commitment.

Robert Kennedy
1966
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Your own solar system…?

z

Decide why you want solar in your house
– $ savings, emission savings, peer leadership…

z

The solar industry is contacted by many many tyre kickers...
– This is not helpful to anyone
– If you come prepared then you will show that you are

serious and so get noticed and respected

In the past 30 years, 1/3 of Earth resources have been consumed. In the next 50
years, the population will double, & natural resources will fall by 50 - 75%/person.

Worldwide Fund
for Nature, 1998
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How much solar electricity do you need?

z

Size of your solar PV system depends on:

z

How much electricity do you use in a year?
–

average residential electricity use is 6600 kWh
(range from 2400 to 14000)

z

Gather up your electricity bills for at least 1 year
(2 years is better).

z

Add up all the kWh that you use.
– This gives equipment suppliers a good idea of

how much electricity you use and so what % that
their system can supply you.

Some men have thousands of reasons why they cannot do what they want to…
when all they need is one reason why they can.
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Rough array size…

z

Add up all the kWh numbers from your electricity bills for a year.

z

Your annual electricity consumption divided by the PV system yield in
Peace River (at 1000 hours/year) gives you the # of kW of generating
capacity for your grid-connected PV system.
a) annual electricity consumption

1000 hours/year
b)

=

# of kW of PV generating capacity

= ______________ kWh/year = ________ kW of generating capacity
1000 hours/year

Efficiency can save 75 percent of our electricity at a
lower cost than making it at existing electricity generating plants.

Amory Lovins, 2006
Rocky Mountain Institute 102

Taking photos…
z

Give the supplier some photos of your house, showing:
– the view of the front yard from the south,
z

showing the general house and trees,

– the roof and walls,
z

showing obstructions, slopes, and shapes

– the view to the south from the house,
z

showing trees and other buildings

– the furnace room
z

to show them an idea of how much space there is on the
floor and walls available for equipment

Climate change:
The costs of doing nothing are getting higher every day.

Gordon Campbell
BC Premier
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Finding suppliers
z

Look at our Eco-Solar Products and Services list for suppliers
(can be e-mailed to you)

z

Contact 3 suppliers
– Lots in the Yellow Pages
– Look at web sites to see what they supply.
– Ask for 3 references and check them out, to make sure they know

what they are speaking about.

z

Make sure they are members of the solar industry association:
– Canadian Solar Industries Association (www.cansia.ca)
– This helps ensure that they have good relationships with their peers,

and so are wanting to be in business for a long time.
Anyone who thinks they are too small to make a difference…
has never spent the night with a mosquito.

African
Proverb
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Evaluating suppliers …/1

z

Good suppliers
– know how to design and size your system,
– not just supply you with some parts!

z

Ask lots of questions to make sure they know what they
are talking about.

z

Do they have a system package for you (rather than bits
and pieces)?

z

Do they have professional brochures of their equipment?
(this shows they are serious about their products)

FAST GOOD CHEAP
… you are only allowed to choose two of them!
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Evaluating suppliers …/2

z

Good suppliers:
– Do they have a list of all the parts that are needed
z
so you get an idea of how organised they are,
z
so you see what may be missing and that you still need to
organise on your own?
– Do they have a relationship with qualified installers with

whom they have worked before?
z
z

You don't want to go out and try and find one on your own!
Suppliers don't necessarily make good installers!

The pristine world we envision for all of our tomorrows
…is built on our decisions today.
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Evaluating quotes
z

Is it a firm quote or an estimate that they can change?

z

Are they interested in talking with you about your energy needs
or just selling you a system? Do they consider efficiency to be
the first and most important part of your energy needs?

z

Make sure they tell you how many kWh of energy per year their
system will produce on your own house
– To compare with others, calculate their system price in $ per

annual kWh produced.
z

Look at product delivery times, warranties, ask about service
call-back promises, how close are they to you…

z

Ask them what makes them better compared to others.
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…we hold the future in our hands
Download this
presentation and
others from
www.hme.ca
/presentations

We welcome any feedback, questions, suggestions,
comments and challenges to anything we present.
Photo credits: Gordon Howell and several others

Gordon Howell, P.Eng.
Howell-Mayhew Engineering
Edmonton
Phone: +1 780 484 0476
E-mail: ghowell@hme.ca
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